




SIXTY YEARS OF UNIVERSAL PRAISE

THE BICYCLE THIEF quickly  solidified its position as one of 
the greatest films ever  made when it  was originally  released. In 
his December  13th, 1949 review  for  The  New  York  Times, Bosley 
Crowther  called it  "brilliant and devastating -- a film that  will 
tear  your  heart, but  which should fill  you  with warmth and 
compassion."

The film later  won a special  honorary  Academy  Award for 
Outstanding Foreign Language  Film. The Golden Globes 
also awarded it Best Foreign Film and the British  Academy  of 
Film  and Television Arts  (BAFTA) called it  the  Best Film from 
any  Source. The National Board of Review  gave it  awards for 
Best Director (Vittorio De Sica) and Best Film (Any 
Language), and the New  York  Film Critics  Circle Awards also 
named it Best Foreign Language Film.

In  subsequent  years THE BICYCLE THIEF appeared in many 
Top Ten lists such as the Sight & Sound International Critics 
Poll, where it  was top of  the list in 1952. Throughout  the decades 
other  critics added their  voices, including such well-respected 
luminaries as Andre  Bazin, Pauline Kael  and playwright  Arthur 
Miller.

In  2002 Sight & Sound Magazine  published a Directors' Top 
Ten Poll and, though more than fifty years had 

passed, THE BICYCLE THIEF had lost  little of its impact. It 
was ranked as the sixth greatest film of all-time.

Various film directors have all  named THE BICYCLE THIEF 
in  their Top  Ten lists of  greatest films. They include Gillian 
Armstrong (My Brilliant Career, Little  Women), Robert 
Bresson (Diary of a Country Priest, Pickpocket), Luis Bunuel 
(The Exterminating  Angel, The Discreet Charm of the 
Bourgeoisie), Charles Burnett (Killer of Sheep, To Sleep  with 
Anger), Philip Kaufman (The Right Stuff, The  Unbearable 
Lightness of Being) , Ken Loach (Kes , Land and 
Freedom), Joel Schumacher (Falling Down, Phone Booth) 
and Billy Wilder (Sunset Boulevard, Some Like It Hot).

Now, sixty  years later, as the world faces what many  consider  the 
biggest economic crisis since  The  Great  Depression, the story  of 
THE BICYCLE THIEF seems to resonate more strongly  than 
ever. As A.O. Scott  aptly  states in his 2008 review, “this film 
seems more relevant, more powerful, maybe more real  than ever 
before.”
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VITTORIO DE SICA
1902 - 1974

Thief.

With  no money  available to produce his films, De Sica initiated 
the use of  real  locations and non-professional  actors. Using 
available light and documentary  effects, he explored the 
relationship  between working and lower-class characters in  an 
indifferent, and often hostile  social  and political  environment. 
The result  was gritty  and searing storytelling that not only  bared 
the truth about the harsh  conditions inflicted on Italy's poor, but 
also represented a radical  break  from filmmaking conventions. In 
1948, Shoeshine  received a Special  Academy  Award, 
accompanied by  a citation which  read: "The  high  quality  of  this 
motion picture, brought to eloquent  life in  a country  scarred by 
war, is proof  to the  world that the creative spirit  can triumph over 
adversity." In fact, the film was the impetus for  the creation of  an 
Oscar  for  Best Foreign Language Film. Two years later, De Sica 
would again win  a Special  Academy  Award for  The Bicycle 
Thief, a work  which  is widely  accepted as one  of  the greatest 
films of all time. 

De Sica's next  collaboration with Zavattini  was the satirical 
fantasy, Miracle  in  Milan  (1950), which wavered between 
optimism and despair  in its allegorical  treatment  of  the plight of 
the poor  in an industrial  society. Umberto  D (1952), a sad, 
disturbing film-poem about  old age and loneliness, was De Sica's 
last  neorealist  film and temporarily  his last  masterpiece. With  the 
notable exception of The  Roof (1956) and Two  Women  (1960), 
for  which Sophia Loren won an Oscar  for  Best Actress, his 
subsequent output  as a director  was for  a long while markedly 
less inspired and significant. He had a few  box-office hits such as 
Marriage Italian Style  and Yesterday, Today  and 
Tomorrow, both  in 1964, but critics and audiences alike had 
concluded that the aging director had lost his touch. 

To finance his directorial  efforts, De Sica worked as an actor 
throughout  his career. He turned almost  exclusively  to acting in 
the late 1950s, enjoying great popularity  in the role  of  the  rural 
police officer  in Comencini's Bread  Love and  Dreams  (1954), 
and in a subsequent comedy  series of  the same name co-starring 
Gina Lollobrigida. He was at his best playing light  roles requiring 
deft irony  and flashy  charm, but  proved himself  capable of  a solid 
dramatic  performance  in Rossellini's General Della Rovere 
(1959). 

By  the end of the 1960s, De Sica seemed to have settled on ending 
his directing career  in mediocrity, when he made a dramatic 
comeback  with The Garden of the  Finzi-Continis, produced 
by  Arthur  Cohn. The director's next movie was A Brief 
Vacation (1973), a moving film, also produced by  Arthur  Cohn, 
about  a working-class Italian  woman's first  taste  of  freedom in a 
society  dominated by  males. His last film, The Voyage  (1974), 
was based on a novella by Pirandello.

Vittorio De Sica died in 1974 at the age of 72.

As one of  the world's most influential  filmmakers, and as an 
actor  who starred in some 150 movies, Vittorio De Sica built  a 
remarkable film career that spanned half a century.

De Sica directed 34 feature  films, for  which  he  won numerous 
international  prizes. He was honored with four  Academy 
Awards: two Special  Awards, preceding the  creation of the Best 
Foreign  Film category, for  Shoeshine  in 1947, and The 
Bicycle Thief  in 1949, and Best  Foreign Film Awards for 
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow  in 1964, and The 
Garden of the Finzi-Continis in 1971.

De Sica was born in 1902 in Sora, near  Rome, and grew up  in 
Naples in a middle-class family. His father, Umberto De  Sica, a 
bank  clerk  with  a  penchant  for  show  business, encouraged his 
good-looking son to pursue a stage career. At  16, he  appeared in 
the film The Clemenceau  Affair. His career  took  off in the 
1920s when he joined a local  theater  company  and became a 
matinee idol. He  later  formed his own company, producing plays 
and co-starring with his first wife, Giuditta Rissone. At  the same 
time, he  made  a name for  himself as a suave leading man in 
Italian films, and became  immensely  popular  with  female 
audiences.

During World War  II, De Sica turned to directing. His first four 
films were routine light  productions in  the  tradition of  the 
Italian cinema of  the  day. But his fifth, The Children  Are 
Watching Us, was a mature, perceptive, and deeply  human 
work about the impact  of  adult  folly  on a child's innocent  mind. 
The film marked the  beginning of  De Sica's collaboration  with 
author  and screenwriter  Cesare Zavattini, a creative relationship 
that  was to give the world two of  the most  significant  films of  the 
Italian neorealism movement, Shoeshine and The Bicycle  



VITTORIO DE SICA
DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPHY

Red Roses (1939)
Maddalena, Zero for Conduct (1940)
Doctor Beware (1941)
A Garibaldian in the Convent (1941)
The Children Are Watching Us (1942)
The Gate of Heaven (1946)
Shoeshine (1947)

The Bicycle Thief (1949)
Miracle in Milan (1951)
Umberto D (1952)
Indiscretion of an American Wife (1953)
It Happened in the Park (1957)
The Gold of Naples (1957)
The Roof (1956)
Fast and Sexy (1958)
Two Women (1961)
Last Judgement (1961)
Boccaccio '70 (1962) 
The Condemned of Altona (1962) 
Il Boom (1963)
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow (1964) 
Marriage Italian-Style (1964)
A New World (1966)
After the Fox (1966)
The Witches (1969)
Woman Times Seven (1967)
A Place for Lovers (1969)
Sunflower (1970)
The Garden of the Finzi-Continis (1971)
The Couples (1970)
The Knights of Malta (1971)
From Referendum to the Constitution: June 2 (1971)
We'll Call Him Andrew (1972)
Brief Vacation (1973)
The Voyage (1974)

The Bicycle Thief (1949)
Vent'anni (1949)
Women Without Names (1950)
Vacation with a Gangster (1951)
You Saved My Daughter (1951)
A Tale of Five Women (1951)
Attention! Bandits! (1951)
Anna (1951)
Via Padova 46 (1954)
Don Camillo's Last Round (1955)
Totò, Peppino e i... fuorilegge (1956)
The Last Judgement (1961)
Mamma Roma (1962)
Mad Sea (1963)
Ostia (1970)

The Bicycle Thief (1949)
Marechiaro (1949)
Strano appuntamento (1950)
I'll Get You for This (1950)
Volcano (1950)
The White Line (1950)
Journey to Love (1951)
A Tale of Five Women (1951)
Times Gone By (1952)
Black Feathers (1952)
Guilt Is Not Mine (1952)
The Return of Don Camillo (1953)
The Barefoot Contessa (1954)
Sword Without a Country (1960)
The Girl in the Yellow Pajamas (1977)

The Bicycle Thief (1949)
The Counterfeiters (1950)
Welcome Reverend (1950)
Strange Deception (1951)
Viva il cinema! (1952)
Una donna ha ucciso (1952)
Ragazze da marito (1952)
Genoese Dragnet (1952)
Viva la rivista! (1953)
Cose da pazzi (1954)
Desiderio 'e sole (1954)
Lettera napoletana (1954)
The Gold of Naples (1954)
A Free Woman (1954)
Il piccolo vetraio (1955)
Accadde al penitenziario (1955)
Always Victorious (1958)
Gli zitelloni (1958)

LAMBERTO MAGGIORANI

ENZO STAIOLA

LIANELLA CARELL



Gillian Armstrong
(Director: My Brilliant Career, Little Women)

The Bicycle Thief 
Citizen Kane 
Casablanca 
The Godfather Part II
Jules and Jim 
Gone with the Wind 
La Strada 
Seven Samurai 
The Seventh Seal 
The Wizard of Oz

Robert Bresson
(Director: Diary of a Country Priest, Pickpocket)

The Gold Rush
City Lights 
Battleship Potemkin
Brief Encounter
The Bicycle Thief
Man of Aran
Louisiana Story

Luis Bunuel
(Director: The Exterminating Angel,
The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie)

Underworld
The Gold Rush
The Bicycle Thief
Battleship Potemkin
Portait of Jennie
Cavalcade 
White Shadows in the South Seas
Dead of Night 
L'Age d'Or 
I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang

Charles Burnett
(Director: Killer of Sheep, To Sleep with Anger)

The Bicycle Thief 
Emitai 
Alexander Nevsky 
The Tree of Wooden Clogs 
Shane
The Swimmer 
Citizen Kane 
The Maltese Falcon 
Dodes'ka-den
The Shop on Main Street

Philip Kaufman
(Director: The Right Stuff, The Unbearable Lightness of Being)

Pather Panchali
The Bicycle Thief
Seven Samurai
Belle de Jour
The Asphalt Jungle
Wages of Fear 
I Vitelloni
Touch of Evil
The Third Man

Joel Schumacher
(Director: Falling Down, Phone Booth)

Battleship Potemkin
Lawrence of Arabia 
The Cook, the Thief, His Wife and Her Lover 
The Bicycle Thief
Breaking the Waves
A Clockwork Orange
The Conversation
Sunset Boulevard
Stalker
The Conformist 

Billy Wilder
(Director: Sunset Boulevard, Some Like It Hot)

The Best Years of Our Lives 
The Bicycle Thief 
The Bridge on the River Kwai
The Conformist
Diabolique
La Dolce Vita
42nd Street
Grand Illusion
Seduced and Abandoned 
The Shop Around the Corner

TOP 10 LISTS OF SELECTED DIRECTORS

SIGHT & SOUND
DIRECTOR S TOP TEN POLL (2002)

1. Citizen Kane
2. The Godfather and The Godfather Part II
3. 8 1/2
4. Lawrence of Arabia
5. Dr. Strangelove
6. The Bicycle Thief
6. Raging Bull
6. Vertigo
9. Rashomon
9. Rules of the Game 
9. Seven Samurai







Vittorio De Sica's ‘The Bicycle Thief’
a Drama of Post-War Rome, Arrives at World
NEW YORK TIMES movie review by BOSLEY CROWTHER       December 13, 1949

gain the Italians have sent  us a brilliant and devastating 
film in Vittorio De Sica's rueful  drama of modern city  life, 
"The  Bicycle Thief." Widely  and fervently  heralded by 

those who had seen it  abroad (Where it  already  has 
won several  prizes at  various film festivals), this heart-tearing 
picture of frustration, which  came to the World yesterday, bids 
fair to fulfill all the forecasts of its absolute triumph over here.

For  once more the  talented De Sica, who gave  us the shattering 
"Shoe Shine," that  desperately  tragic  demonstration  of  juvenile 
corruption in post-war  Rome, has laid hold upon and sharply 
imaged in simple and realistic  terms a major—indeed, a 
fundamental  and universal—dramatic  theme. It  is the isolation 
and loneliness of  the little  man in this complex  social  world that 
is ironically  blessed with institutions to comfort  and protect 
mankind.

Although  he has again set his drama in the  streets of  Rome and 
has populated it  densely  with significant contemporary  types, De 
Sica is concerned here with something which is not confined to 
Rome nor solely  originated by  post-war  disorder  and distress. 
He is pondering the  piteous paradoxes of  poverty, no matter 
where, and the wretched compulsions of  sheer  self-interest  in 
man's desperate struggle to survive. And while he has limited his 
vista to a vivid cross-section of Roman life, he  actually  is holding 
a mirror up to millions of civilized men.

His story  is lean and literal, completely  unburdened with  "plot," 
and written by  Cesare Zavattini  with  the camera exclusively  in 
mind. Based on a novel  by  Luigi  Bartolini, it is simply  the story 
of  a poor  working man whose essential  bicycle is stolen from him 
and who hunts feverishly  to find it  throughout one day. The man 
is a modest  bill-poster; he  must  have a bicycle to hold his newly 
found job; he has a  wife  and small  son dependent on  him; the 
loss is an overwhelming blow. And so, for  one  long, dismal 
Sunday he and his youngster scour the teeming streets of Rome, 

seeking that vital bicycle which, we must tell you, they never find.

That is the picture's story—it  is as stark  and direct as that, and it 
comes to a close  with  a fade-out as inconclusive as a passing nod. 
But during the course of  its telling in  the brilliant  director's 
trenchant  style, it is as full  and electric  and compelling as any 
plot-laden drama you ever saw. Every  incident, every  detail  of 
the frantic  and futile hunt is a taut and exciting adventure, in 
which  hope is balanced against  despair. Every  movement of 
every  person in it, every  expression  on every  face is a striking 
illumination of some implicit passion or mood.

Just  to cite a few  episodes and crises, there  is the eloquent 
inrush  of  hope when  the workman acquires his bicycle after  his 
wife pawns the sheets from their beds; there  is the horrible, 
sickening moment  when he realizes that the bicycle is gone, 
seized and ridden away  before his own eyes by  a thief  who 
escapes in the traffic's swirl; there is the vain and pathetic 
expedition to hunt the parts of the bicycle in  a second-hand mart 
and there is the  bleak  and ironic  pursuit  of  a suspect  into a 
church during a mass for  the poor. There are also lighter 
touches, such as a flock  of  babbling German seminarians rudely 
crowding the father  and boy  out  of a shelter  into the rain and a 
dash  after the thief  into a bordello, with  the little boy  compelled 
to remain outside.

Indeed, the whole  structure of  this picture, with its 
conglomeration of  experiences, all  interlocked with personal 
anguish, follows a classic  plan. It is a plan in  which the comedy 
and tragedy  of  daily  life  are  recognized. As a matter of  fact, both 
the story  and the structure of this film might have been used by 
Charlie Chaplin  in  the old days to make one of  his great  wistful 
films, for  "The Bicycle  Thief" is, in essence, a poignant and bitter 
irony—the irony  of a little fellow  buffeted by  an indifferent 
world.

As directed by  De Sica, however, the  natural  and the real  are 
emphasized, with  the  film largely  shot in actual  settings and 
played by  a non-professional  cast. In the role of  the anguished 
workman, Lamberto Maggiorani  is superb, expressing the subtle 
mood transitions of  the man with extraordinary  power. And 
Enzo Staiola plays his small  son with a firmness that  fully  reveals 
the rugged determination and yet the latent sensitivity  of  the  lad. 
One of  the most over-powering incidents in the film occurs when 
the father, in  desperation, thoughtlessly  slaps the anxious boy. 
Lianella Carell  is also moving as the mother—a smaller  role—and 
Vittorio Antonucci  is hard and shabby  as the thief. He is the only 
professional in the large cast.

One further  word for the music which has been aptly  written and 
used to raise the emotional  potential—the  plaintive theme that 
accompanies the father  and son, the music  of  rolling bicycles and 
the "morning music," full  of freshness and bells. De Sica has 
artfully  wrapped it  into a film that will  tear  your  heart, but  which 
should fill  you  with warmth and compassion. People should see 
—and they should care.



The reissue  of  Vittorio De Sica's "The Bicycle Thief," at the 
Orson Welles Cinema, could not  come at a better time. After  a 
series of  routine  De Sica movies we are suddenly  reminded of 
the pure  reach of his art  at  the very  moment when the 70-year-
old director  seems to have reclaimed part  of  the glory  of  his 
early, lost reputation with 'The Garden of  the Finzi-Continis," 
which  opens Tuesday  at the Exeter  Street  Theater. In the 40s 
DeSica's reputation seemed solid and unassailable, with  "The 
Children Are  Watching Us," 1943; "Shoeshine," 1945; and "The 
Bicycle Thief," 1947.

But with  the  end of  neo-realism around 1953, and the emergence 
of  what  was called 'The Visconti  School,' as well  as the 
preeminence of Fellini, Bergman and the New  Wave, Dc  Sica 
was only  fitfully  in vogue, half-forgotten, He did distinguished 
work ("Umberto D." "Ii  Generale della Rovere"), but was also 
responsible for  some inexcusable commercial  claptrap  ("Gold of 
Naples," and, into the 70s, the italo-Russian  disaster 
"Sunflower"). He  became a has-been. I have not  yet seen "The 
Garden of  the Finzi-Continis," but  it seems to have changed all 
that  or, at  the least, to have stirred memories of  De  Sica's 
greatness. Having just  seen, again, "The Bicyle  Thief," I was 
stricken  with  guilt  at  the ungratefulness of  my  own memory  of 
him. "The Bicycle Thief" is a work of art.

It  is a simple  story  of  lyrical  realism, about  a  poor starving 
workman whose bicycle is stolen. The bicycle is needed for  him 
to fulfill  his job  as a poster  hanger, to carry  him from one 
billboard to another throughout  Rome, and it  keeps him and his 
small  family  from hunger  and destitution. Adapted by  Cesare 
Zavattini  from a novel  by  Luigi  Bartolini, that's what the movie 
is superficially  about. In  the  words of  Andre Bazin, however, this 
predicament "only  an image for  something deeper: the 
universal, human predicament."

Near  the end of  the movie, the  troubled workman and his little 
son are exhausted from their  long Sunday  search for  the bicycle 
thief, whom they  have found but  are  unable to charge. The 
workman really  has no evidence  and, swept  up in an ugly  crowd 
of  the thief's neighbors and friends, he's forced to let  him go. 
Distraught, he  wanders into a nearby  square, sees hundreds of 
bicycles parked outside  a sports arena, sees a lone bicycle 
leaning against a wall  on a quiet street. His mind pains in  the 
thought of  stealing, but  he's up  against it. He has tried to follow 
the law, to bring the thief  to justice  and to get  back  his own 
property, but  society  has played him false, has lessened and 
humiliated him. He will  meet the  world on its own corrupt 
terms. The struggle he wages with  his conscience is elemental 
and his decision  is a long time coming. Finally  the workman 
sends his son away, tells him to take a bus home, and he steals 
the bicycle on the side-street, only  to be caught. Far  worse, to his 
ultimate humiliation, he has been observed by his son.

The final  moments of  "The Bicycle Thief" are devastating and 
profound. After  he has been caught  and harassed, the workman 
is let  go. Broken in spirit, no hope in sight, he  takes his son's 
hand and they  walk  through the  tangle of  traffic, his grieving 
face hard and set, the little boy staring up at him with tears

streaming from his innocent  eyes. The terrible beauty  of  that 
episode, its consummate summation  of  all  the  terror  and 
harshness of life, testifies to De Sica's greatness.

The performances are wonderful, so totally  natural  and unforced 
and unmannered that they  seem not  to be performances at  all 
but, rather, lives being lived out in a moment of crisis. And the 
crisis, itself, does really  become the mirror-image of  human 
struggle, man fighting against  the world and losing his self-
respect  in the process, the loss one of  the  cruel, unjust  ironies of 
existence. Lamberto Magginani  is the workman, Lianella Carell 
is his wife, and Enzo Staiola is their  son. While I  had forgotten 
the intensity  and truth  of  their  performances from the time I 
first saw  "The Bicycle  Thief" in  the  50s, I had remembered the 
pain and the  shock  of  the little boy  when he looked up at his 
father's disgrace. It  is one of  those images that  remain with you, 
that  become a part of  seeing "The  Bicycle Thief" again reminded 
me that it is, really, a great work of art.

'Bicycle Thief' Work of Art
BOSTON SUNDAY GLOBE movie review by KEVIN KELLY          February 13, 1972



The triumphant  and frankly  unexpected comeback  of  director 
Vittorio De Sica with "The Garden of  the Finzi-Continis" has 
triggered a revival  of  "The Bicycle Thief” (at the Vagabond), 
which  is not  only  his most famous film but also one of the most 
celebrated movies of all times.

A quarter  of  a century  after  its making its power  remains 
undiminished. As with all  the greatest  films, its story  is 
simplicity itself.

An impoverished young Roman (Lamherto Maggiorani) waits 
years to land a job  as a billposter  only  to have  the bicycle that's 
absolutely  essential  to his work  stolen. The bulk  of  the film 
consists of his desperate efforts to retrieve it.

Symbolic Odyssey

In the  skilled hands of  De Sica and his still-principal 
collaborator/writer  Cesare Zavattini, the search, without the 
least sense of contrivance, becomes a pursuit  of  a lost  sense  of 
manhood and even one's soul; and by  extension a harrowing 
odyssey  of  a defeated nation's quest for  self-respect  and self-
reliance through which  emerges a devastating portrait  of  the 
harshness of life in postwar Italy.

On a less symbolic  level  "The  Bicycle Thief" works because  first 
of  all  it's a good suspense story  with a hero you're pulling for  all 
the way.

'The Bicycle Thief" is perhaps all  the  more  shattering for  those  of 
us who've seen it  years before. When you  see Maggiorani  and his 
wife (LianelIa  Carell) hock  their  sheets for  7,500 lire  and buy  the 
bike for  6.500 it's all  you  can do to keep from shouting "Get a 
lock for it with what's left!"

You know  he's going to lose it but can't  remember  precisely 
when -- or, for that matter, just how the picture turns out.

Elegance and Grace

Seeing "The Bicycle Thief" again also makes you aware that  at 
least in this instance, neorealism was less a matter  of  style  than 
subject matter and an attitude of  letting in fresh air  after  years of 
Fascist oppression.

Not  only  is there nothing crude about  'The Bicycle Thief" in 
regard to the  techniques of its presentation of  "realism" but it  is 
in  fact  a work of  astonishing elegance  and a  grace that  is truly 
spiritual, an effect  heightened by  its sublime, almost operatic 
score.

The perfection of  the performances that  De  Sica  elicited from 
nonprofessionals is well-known. How remarkably  effective is De 
Siea's delineation  of  the  film's father-and-son  relationship -- 
how  eloquently  the  resilient  little son  (Enzo Statela) functions as 
the mirror of his father's conscience.

Revival of ‘Bicycle Thief’
LOS ANGELES TIMES movie review by KEVIN THOMAS                April 26, 1972

‘Bicycle Thief’ Rides Off With Viewers' Hearts
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE movie review by BOB GRAHAM         November 6, 1998

“The Bicycle Thief,'' Vittorio De Sica's postwar  masterpiece of 
neorealism, returns after  50 years to remind us that  it  is the 
original  ``Life on the Street.'' The golden anniversary  revival 
opens today at the Castro Theatre.

The 1948 film follows a young father's increasingly  desperate 
search  through the maze of  the streets of  Rome for  the man  who 
stole his bicycle, the source of his livelihood.

His wife had sold the family  linen so he could purchase  the 
bicycle and take a job posting advertisements around the city. 
On his very  first assignment, putting up a poster  of  Rita 
Hayworth, someone snatches the bike.

The rest of  the film is devoted to his attempts, accompanied by 
his 9-year-old son, to find the thief  and to the strangers they 
encounter  in  the process. More significantly, this is a film about 
how  a father  appears in the eyes of  a brave and loving son. It  is 
deeply moving.

They  encounter  along the way, among others, a club impresario; 
a fortune-teller; a laborer  at a bicycle marketplace with 
hundreds of  bikes, including one that  is being repainted; an old 
man at a homeless shelter run by society ladies; and a young man

who probably  is the thief, his defensive mother  and their 
belligerent neighbors.

In  one  of the most telling scenes, the father, in an effort  to raise 
their  spirits, treats the  boy  to a  meal  in  a restaurant that  he can 
scarcely  afford. His false bravado crumbles as the wine and 
awareness of his true circumstances sink in.

The roles are  played by  nonactors, Lamberto Maggiorani  as the 
father  and Enzo Staiola as the  solemn boy, who sometimes 
appears to be a miniature man. They  bring a grave dignity  to De 
Sica's unblinking view  of  postwar  Italy. The wheel  of  life turns 
and grinds people down; the man who was riding high  in the 
morning is brought low by nightfall.

It  is impossible to imagine this story  in any  other  form than De 
Sica's. The new black-and-white print has an extraordinary 
range of gray tones that get darker as life closes in.

Purists have criticized the English  title  of  the film as a poor 
translation  of the Italian  ``ladri,'' which is plural. What 
blindness! ``The Bicycle Thief'' is one of  those wonderful  titles 
whose power does not sink in until the film is over.



he most  influential  movement in film history  consisted 
of  about 20 movies produced between 1944 and 1952. 
Italian neorealism was the original  new wave. The 
inspiration for Jean-Luc Godard and John  Cassavetes, 

Satyajit  Ray  and Ousmane Sembene, André Bazin  and cinema 
verité, neorealism was understood as a double  renaissance—
both the medium's post-World War  II rebirth  and a means for 
representing human experience outside the conventions of  the 
Hollywood entertainment film.

Roberto Rossellini's Open City  came first. This dramatization 
of  Italian partisans was planned under  Nazi  occupation and 
went into production only  weeks after  Rome's liberation in  May 
1944. Rossellini  shot mainly  on the street, using whatever 35mm 
short-ends he could scrounge. Such pragmatism matched the 
film's urgent  quality  — many  early  viewers thought they  were 
watching a newsreel. After  an American GI purchased the rights 
for  $13,000, Open City  opened in February  1946 in New  York 
and ran  for  two years; its reception at the first  Cannes Film 
Festival, in May 1946, was scarcely less enthusiastic.

Open City  created the neorealist  paradigm—location shoots 
using available light, long takes, and few  close-ups; 
postsynchronized vernacular  dialogue; working-class 
protagonists played by  nonactors (especially  children); and 
open-ended narratives. But it was The  Bicycle Thief (1948), 
directed by  the Fascist-era matinee idol  Vittorio De Sica from a 
script by  veteran screenwriter  Cesare Zavattini, that parlayed 
that  paradigm into what was surely  the most  universally  praised 
movie produced anywhere on planet  earth during the first 
decade after World War II.

The Bicycle Thief, which  opens Friday  at  Film Forum in a 
rich, if  somewhat dark, new  35mm print, was the  latest 
manifestation of a recurring impulse—the desire to wrest a 
narrative movie from the flux  of  daily  life. Zavattini  had 
expressed the desire to make a film that would do no more than 
follow  a man through the city  for 90 minutes, and, in some  ways, 
The  Bicycle Thief is that film. Bazin, who would be 
neorealism's key  celebrant, praised The Bicycle  Thief's premise 
as "truly  insignificant... A workman spends a whole day  looking 
in  vain in the  streets of  Rome for  the bicycle someone has stolen 
from him."

If  The Bicycle Thief understood neorealism as a style, Bazin 
appreciated it  as "pure cinema… No more  actors, no more story, 
no more sets… the perfect  aesthetic  illusion of  reality." In fact, 
De Sica created a neorealist superspectacle. Six writers worked 

on the script; at  one point, the project  was even pitched to 
Hollywood producer  David O. Selznick, who proposed Cary 
Grant to play  Ricci, the unemployed protagonist  given a job 
putting up  posters. De  Sica countered by  requesting Henry 
Fonda, a star  with a marked resemblance to the eventual  lead, 
steelworker  Lamberto Maggiorani. Although the three leads 
were  all  nonactors, The Bicycle Thief’s modest $133,000 
budget was far  larger  than those of  previous neorealist films, 
including De Sica's own  Shoeshine. De Sica used many  more 
locations and extras—40 market  vendors hired for  a single scene
—and even effects (fire hoses employed to simulate  rain-soaked 
streets). The production was deliberate. The crowds were 
rehearsed and the camera moves choreographed. Editing took 
two months.

Scarcely  a story  found in the street, The Bicycle  Thief is an 
allegory  at once  timeless and topical. (Among other  things, it 
reflects the  battle for  the lucrative Italian movie market. The first 
poster  the luckless Ricci  puts up is for  the Rita Hayworth  vehicle 
Gilda. There were 54 movies made in Italy  in 1948 and 10 times 
as many  imported from the U.S.) Italian unemployment  was at 
22 percent, but  Ricci, who has not worked in two years, is also a 
version of  the urban everyman. As a type, he had inhabited the 
movies since the dawn of the 20th century.

Ricci  is a member  of  the crowd, a walker  in the city. He's one 
step up  the social  ladder  from Chaplin's Little Tramp in that he 
has a wife  and a child. Throughout, De Sica's mise-en-scène 
emphasizes the urban mass (waiting for  jobs and streetcars) and 
its mass-produced objects—the  piles of  pawned linens, the rows 
of  bicycles. Translated correctly  from the Italian, the title should 
really  be the more  provocatively  totalizing Bicycle Thieves. The 
city  is alternately  empty  and teeming. Although shot in an 
authentic environment, The  Bicycle Thief is no less stylized in 
its way  than the other  European masterpiece of 1948, Jean 
Cocteau's Orpheus. There are few  establishing shots. Unlike 
Rossellini's, De Sica's Rome is a baffling, decentered labyrinth. 
The stolen bicycle is swallowed up  by  the city  itself. People 
disappear to reappear within the urban flux.

Where the  optimistic  Open City  celebrated a potential  alliance 
between  Communists and Catholics, The Bicycle  Thief 
parodies both party  and church as unable to help  the humiliated 
Ricci. Indeed, the hero's experience  of  these institutions, as well 
as the police, borders on the Kafkaesque. There is no justice. 
Ricci's life is ruled by  a catch-22: he needs a bicycle to get the job 
that  will  enable him to buy  a bicycle. Not  for  nothing is the 
bicycle brand-named Fides ("Faith") or  the innocent vision of 
Ricci's seven-year-old son  Bruno (one of  the greatest kids in the 
history of cinema) increasingly privileged.

Although  not a comedy, The Bicycle  Thief was inevitably 
compared to Chaplin in  its content, its structure, its pathos, and 
its universality. (The mournful  music and circular  narrative 
predict the post–neorealist mannerism of  Federico Fellini.) The 
Bicycle Thief looks back  at  the nickelodeon and forward to the 
European art film. De Sica's masterpiece  was not  so much part  of 
a new wave as the crest  of  an  old one—the  epitome of movies as a 
popular modernism.

Wheels of History
VILLAGE VOICE article by J. HOBERMAN                 October 6, 1998



No matter  how  hard you try, you're  not  going to find a better 
movie experience this weekend than Vittorio De Sica's 1948 
classic, "The Bicycle Thief," which is having a deluxe 50th 
anniversary, new-print revival at the Egyptian.

This film is one of the universally  acclaimed masterpieces of 
world cinema, recipient  of  a special  Oscar  in 1949, invariably 
placing near the top  of  every  critical  list  of  the great  motion 
pictures of the century.

It's also the  summit  of a genre  of  film, Italian Neo-Realism - that 
body  of  documentary-like Italian films shot in the ashes of  World 
War  II, on authentic  locations, often with non-professional 
actors, telling the small, personal stories of ordinary people.

Amazingly, considering the weight of  the names that revere it 
(practically  every  international  filmmaker  from Ingmar  Bergman 
to Satyajit  Ray  names it  a major  influence), it's not a difficult  film 
to enjoy. In fact, it's as accessible, gripping, fast-paced and 
``entertaining" as a Spielberg epic.

Set in  Rome just after  the  fall  of Mussolini, it's the story  of 
Antonio Ricci  (Lamberto Maggiorani), a man long out  of work 
and struggling to support  his wife and two children, who finally 
gets a break  that will  save his family  from starvation: a job 
pasting Hollywood movie posters around the blank  walls of 
Rome.

Since the job  is dependent on having transportation, his wife, 
Maria (Lianella Carell), sells the  family  bed linen to get his 
bicycle out  of  hock. When the bicycle is stolen by  a passing thief 
on the first day of the job, it becomes a family tragedy.

The movie follows the next week  as Ricci  and his young son, 
Bruno (Enzo Staiola), frantically  walk the crowded streets of 
postwar Rome

searching for  the  thief, stumbling upon one small  lead or  clue 
after  another, getting ever  more desperate, and inching toward 
one of cinema's most shattering conclusions.

Viewers new  to "The Bicycle Thief" are invariably  surprised that, 
for  a classic of a genre famous for  production on a shoestring, it's 
as professionally  composed and photographed as any  studio 
picture of  the  period; and, for  a classic European  ̀ `art" film, it's 
as gripping and suspenseful as some Hollywood film noir.

"The  Bicycle Thief" is the soul  of simplicity: its dialogue is 
economical, even sparse; its key  relationship, the marvelous love 
of  the Ricci  family, is conveyed through the subtlest  of gestures; 
De Sica gives every  scene a subtext  that steadily  builds in 
emotional  power  and speaks mouthfuls about the characters and 
their lives.

The performances of  the  three principals are so perfect  that it's 
hard to believe they're not professional  actors. But  Maggiorani 
was a factory worker hired when he brought his son in for an

audition; Carell  was a film journalist who dropped by  to 
interview De Sica; and young Staiola was picked from a crowd.

The story  goes that when De Sica went to David Selznick  looking 
for  financing, the great  Hollywood producer  agreed to fund the 
picture if  Cary  Grant  played Ricci. After  much  soul-searching, De 
Sica turned him down. That must  have  been a tough  decision for 
a poor  filmmaker to make in 1948, but  a half-century  later, we're 
certainly glad he did.

Revived 'Bicycle Thief' a Masterpiece
SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER movie review by WILLIAM ARNOLD               February 5, 1999

Bicycle Thief: A haunting classic of 
Italian neorealism from 1948
PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER movie review by Steven Rea
November 13, 1998

Film schools and scholars will  hold up Vittorio De Sica's The 
Bicycle  Thief  (****) as a landmark  of cinema, the seminal  work 
in  the Italian  neorealist  movement - and, to be sure, this spare, 
haunting 1948 masterpiece is all  of  that. But forget  the critical 
appraisals and movie history  for  a minute, and just get caught up 
in  this desperately  sad, wonderfully  involving tale: A poor, out-
of-work Italian finally  lands a job, enabling him to support  his 
wife and son, when a punk  comes along and steals his bicycle -- 
which is essential to his job.

And so Antonio (the wiry, chiseled Lamberto Maggiorani) sets 
out across Rome, accompanied by  his boy  (Enzo Staiola), in 
pursuit  of  the thief and his cycle. Shot in  black-and-white and 
using a  cast of non-actors, The Bicycle Thief is real, unflinching 
drama.

Receiving a, theatrical  re-release on the  occasion  of its 50th 
anniversary, De Sica's film offers a heartbreaking examination  of 
the human condition and of the family  legacies - good and bad 
handed from generation  to generation, and a dazzling tour  of 
working-class Rome in the time just after  the  war. The beautiful 
irony  of  the film's title, too, becomes, in the end, painfully, 
poignantly clear.



Kino International, one of  the most  enterprising film 
distributors in the country, is marking the 50th anniversary  of 
Vittorio De Sica's "The Bicycle Thief" with its re-release on a new 
35-mm print. This classic, a landmark in Italian Neo-Realism, is 
a perennial  on  critics' all-time great films lists and is likely  to 
remain so. As a style, Neo-Realism continues to flourish in Third 
World countries as a way  of expressing the plight of the poor  and 
oppressed in a manner that is gritty yet poetic.

As time passes, even the  greatest  films tend to linger  in  the 
memory  more emotionally  than visually, with a clutch  of 
unforgettable images sticking in the mind rather  than the  entire 
film. If  you  have seen "The  Bicycle Thief" before but  not for 
years, you will  discover  that such  is its power  that it is like seeing 
it for the first time.

Simplicity  is at  the heart of "The Bicycle Thief," as it  is with so 
many  films that  endure. It is a film more of shades of  gray  rather 
than of  black-and-white, and thus perfectly  captures the 
drabness of  Rome in the early  postwar  era, the  grandeur  of the 
Eternal  City, as yet to be overlaid with  modern glitz, serving as 
the dramatic backdrop for a harsh struggle for survival.

As a large group  of  men queues up outside a splendid old 
structure, an official, standing on a staircase, announces the 
names of  the  exceedingly  few  individuals lucky  enough to be 
selected for  jobs. One of them is Antonio Ricci  (Lamberto 
Maggiorani), a slim, handsome man who will  be hired to paste 
up posters advertising Rita Hayworth  in "Gilda" all  over  the 
city--provided he has a bicycle. He does, but his enterprising 
wife Maria (Lianella Carell) has to pawn  all  her  sheets to get her 
husband's bicycle out of hock.

The Riccis have a baby  and son Bruno (Enzo Staiola), a  sturdy, 
bright boy  of  perhaps 9 or  10. They  live in a bleak public  housing 
project, but their  apartment, though dingy, is spacious and even 
has some fine old pieces of furniture.

It  never  occurs to Ricci, a  simple man, to buy  a lock  for  his 
bicycle with the 1000 lira leftover  from pawning the sheets. In 
very  short  order  his bicycle  is stolen, which  sends father and son 
on a desperate search that takes them all  over  the city. They 
meet  with indifference  and kindness, their  odyssey  taking them 
into both a church service and a brothel. They  think they  spot 
the thief; they  visit  the vast  used bicycle open-air  markets in 
Piazza Vittoria and Porta Portese; they  take shelter  from the rain 
with a group of garrulous young German-speaking priests.

But as the search continues to be futile, the question becomes 
whether  Ricci  will  be  driven  to take drastic  measures. It  is at  this 
point  that De Sica drives home the full  toll  exacted by  years of 
fascism on decent, ordinary, hard-working Italian citizens and 
its terrible, timeless assault on human dignity.

David O. Selznick  was so impressed with De  Sica's earlier 
"Shoeshine" that  he  offered to produce "The Bicycle Thief"--
provided Cary Grant star, surely not one of the legendary  

Hollywood producer's most inspired casting ideas, especially 
since Grant's attempt  to go against  type several  years earlier  in 
"None but the Lonely  Heart" was not a  success with the  public. 
De Sica countered with  Henry  Fonda, but  Selznick  didn't think 
Fonda was at  that  time a big enough star. Fonda was not  a bad 
idea, but, as it turned out, it  was fortunate that  De Sica went with 
nonprofessionals. They  became the characters De Sica created 
for them without a trace of self-consciousness.

Neo-Realism is not synonymous with  improvisation, though 
certainly  Roberto Rossellini  did some out  of necessity  in making 
"Open City" against  the  closing moments of  the  war. But "The 
Bicycle  Thief" is in truth  an elegantly  structured film that  took 
years of  preparation. Integral  to its grace and mood are Carlo 
Montuori's superb, supple  camera work  and Alessandro 
Cicognini's mesmerizing score, at  once stately  and possessed 
with an emotional fullness that Italian movies sustain best. 

‘The Bicycle Thief’ Returns in All Its Power
LOS ANGELES TIMES movie review by KEVIN THOMAS            February 5, 1999

The Bicycle Thief
TIME OUT movie review by Andrew Johnston 
October 2, 1998

These days, The Bicycle Thief  is thought  of  more as a signifier 
than as an actual  movie -- witness Robert  Altman's choice to use 
it  in  The Player as a counterpoint  to Hollywood trash. Thief 
won a special  Oscar  and put Italian neorealism on the map, and 
while it  seems pretty  quaint  by  today's standards, it's still  a 
remarkable piece of  work: a hauntingly  beautiful  film that  offers 
a rare look  at postwar  Europe before American culture began 
homogenizing everything.

Thief  is the story  of  Ricci  (Maggiorani), a penniless family  man 
who, after  months of unemployment, lands a job  that  puts him at 
the vanguard of  cultural  imperialism: He's hired to blanket 
Rome with posters for  American  movies. This job  requires a 
bicycle, and his family's situation is so dire that  his wife  Maria 
(Carell) has to hock their  bedsheets at  one  pawn shop so he can 
afford to liberate his bike  from another. No sooner  does Ricci 
start his job than the  bike gets stolen, and he spends the rest of 
the movie scouring Rome for  it with his young son Bruno 
(Staiola) in tow.

De Sica cast amateurs in all  of  the roles, a decision that definitely 
increased the  believability  factor: Professional  actors seldom 
have faces as weather-beaten as Maggiorani's, and Staiola's 
sincerity  makes for  one of  the best-ever  screen performances by 
a child actor. Yet  despite  the  grit of the locations and the 
authenticity  of  the cast, De Sica can't resist a kind of  heightened, 
silent  movie-style emotionalism, bordering on melodrama, that 
may  make the film seem dated to some. Even so, Thief's world 
is fascinating and detailed, a hazy  city  filled with  bustling 
markets, cryptic fortune-tellers and hordes of soccer  fans, 
rendered even more memorable by  Carlo Montuori's luminous 
black-and-white cinematography. His evocative compositions 
alone justify Thief’s place in the history books. 



"The Bicycle Thief" is so well-entrenched as an  official 
masterpiece that  it  is a little startling to visit it  again  after many 
years and realize that it is still  alive and has strength  and 
freshness.

Given an honorary  Oscar in 1949, routinely  voted one of  the 
greatest  films of  all  time, revered as one of the foundation stones 
of  Italian neorealism, it  is a simple, powerful  film about a man 
who needs a job.

The film, now being re-released in  a new  print to mark  its 50s 
anniversay, was directed by  Vittorio De Sica, who believed that 
everyone could play  one role perfectly: himself. It  was written by 
Cesare Zavattini, the  writer  associated with many  of  the  great 
European directors of  the  1940s through the 1970s. In  his 
journals, Zavattini  writes about  how  he  and De Sica visited a 
brothel  to do research  for  the  film--and later  the  rooms of  the 
Wise Woman, a psychic, who inspires one of  the film's 
characters. What  we gather from these  entries is that  De  Sica 
and his writer  were finding inspiration close to the ground in 
those days right after  the war, when Italy  was paralyzed by 
poverty.

The story  of  "The Bicycle  Thief" is easily  told. It stars Lamberto 
Maggiorani, not  a professional  actor, as Ricci, a  man who joins a 
hopeless queue every  morning looking for  work. One day  there is 
a job--for  a man with a  bicycle. "I have a  bicycle!" Ricci  cries out, 
but he does not, for  it has been pawned. His wife Maria (Lianella 
Carell) strips the sheets from their  bed, and he is able to pawn 
them to redeem his bicycle; as he glances through a window  at 
the pawn shop, we see a man take the bundle of linen and climb

up a ladder  to a towering wall  of shelves stuffed with other 
people's sheets.

The bicycle allows Ricci  to go to work as a  poster-hanger, 
slapping paste on walls to stick up  cinema advertisements (a 
large portrait  of  Rita Hayworth provides an ironic  contrast 
between the world of  Hollywood and the everyday  lives of 
neorealism). Maria, meanwhile, goes to thank  the Wise Woman, 
who predicted that  Ricci  would get  a job. Ricci, waiting for  her 
impatiently, finally  leaves his bicycle at  the  door while he climbs 
upstairs to see what's keeping her; De Sica is teasing us, since we 
expect the bike to be gone when Ricci returns, and it's still there.

Then, of  course, it  is stolen, no doubt  by  another  man who needs 
a job. Ricci  and his small, plucky  son Bruno (Enzo Staiola) 
search  for  the bicycle, but that's an impossible  task  in  the 
wilderness of Rome, and the police  are no help. Finally  Ricci 
gives up: "You  live and suffer," he tells Bruno. "To hell  with it! 
You want  a  pizza?" In a scene of  great  cheer, they  eat in a 
restaurant, Bruno even allowed to drink  a little wine; the boy 
looks wistfully  at  a family  eating platters of  pasta, and is told by 
his father, "To eat  like that, you  need a million  lira a month at 
least."

A little  later, to his astonishment, Ricci  spots the  bicycle thief, 
and pursues him into a brothel. An  ugly  crowd gathers. A cop 
arrives, but  can do nothing, because there  is no evidence and   
only  Ricci  as witness. And then, in  the famous closing sequence 
of  the movie, Ricci  is tempted to steal  a bicycle  himself, 
continuing the cycle of theft and poverty.

This story  is so direct it  plays more like  a parable than a drama. 
At the  time  it  was released, it  was seen as a Marxist fable 
(Zavattini  was a  member of  the  Italian communist party). Later, 
the leftist writer  Joel  Kanoff  criticized the ending as "sublimely 
Chaplinesque but  insufficiently  socially  critical." David Thomson 
found the story  too contrived, and wrote, "the  more  one sees 
'Bicycle  Thief,' the duller  the man becomes and the more  poetic 
and accomplished De Sica's urban photography seems."

True, Ricci  is a character  entirely  driven by  class and economic 
need. There isn't a lot else to him, although he comes alive in  the 
pizzeria scene. True, the movie doesn't  make a point of 
contrasting his poverty  with  high-living millionaires (wealth is 
illustrated as the  ability  to buy  a plate  of spaghetti). But  if  the 
film is allowed to wait long enough--until  the  filmmakers are 
dead, until  neorealism is less an inspiration than a 
memory--"The Bicycle Thief" escapes from its critics and 
becomes, once again, a story. It is happiest that way.

And its influence isn't  entirely  in the past. One of  the 1999 Oscar 
nominees for  best  foreign film is "Children of  Heaven," from 
Iran, about  a boy  who loses his sister's shoes. In  it there is a 
lovely  passage  where the father  lifts his boy  onto the crossbar  of 
his bicycle and pedals to a rich  neighborhood, looking for  work. 
The sequence resonates for anyone who has seen "The Bicycle 
Thief." Such films stand outside time. A man loves his family  and 
wants to protect  and support  them. Society  makes it difficult. 
Who cannot identify with that?

The Bicycle Thief/Bicycle Thieves - Pt 1
CHICAGO SUN-TIMES movie review by ROGER EBERT
March 19, 1999



Vittorio De Sica (1902-1974) was a handsome man, much in 
demand as an actor, whose first films as a director  were light 
comedies like the  ones he often worked in. Perhaps the harsh 
reality  of World War  Two jarred the optimism needed for  such 
stories, and in 1942 he made "The Children are Watching," a film 
that  came soon after  Visconti's "Ossessione." The Visconti  film, 
based on  James M. Cain's hard-boiled novel  The Postman 
Always Rings Twice  is often  named as the first of  the neorealist 
films, although even  in silent days there  were films that  boldly 
looked at everyday life in an unvarnished way.

De Sica and others often used real  people instead of  actors, and 
the effect, after  decades of  Hollywood gloss, was startling to 
audiences. Pauline Kael  remembers going to see De Sica's first 
great film, "Shoeshine," in 1947, just  after  a lovers' quarrel  that 
had left her  in a state of  despair: "I came out  of  the  theater, tears 
streaming, and overheard the petulant  voice of  a  college  girl 
complaining to her boyfriend, 'Well  I don't see what  was so 
special  about  that  movie.' I walked up  the street, crying blindly, 
no longer  certain whether  my  tears were for the  tragedy  on the 
screen, the hopelessness I felt for  myself, or  the alienation I felt 
from those who could not  experience  the  radiance of  'Shoeshine.' 
For if people cannot feel 'Shoeshine,' what can they feel?"

Neorealism, as a term, means many  things, but it  often  refers to 
films of working class life, set in  the culture  of poverty, and with 
the implicit message that in a better  society  wealth  would be 
more evenly  distributed. "Shoeshine" told the story  of  two 
shoeshine boys sent to reform school  for  black-marketeering; 
Kael's description of  it  could function as a definition of  the hope 
behind neorealism: "It is one of  those  rare works of  art which 
seem to emerge from the  welter  of  human  experience without 
smoothing away  the  raw  edges, or  losing what most  movies 
lose--the sense of confusion and accident in human affairs."

"The  Bicycle Thief," De Sica's next  film, was in  the same 
tradition, and after  the lighthearted "Miracle in  Milan" in  1951 
he and Zavattini  returned to the  earlier  style with "Umberto D," 
in  1952, about  an  old man and his dog, forced out onto the 
streets. Then, in the view  of most  critics, De Sica put his special 
gift as a director on hold for  many  years, turning out more light 
comedies ("Marriage, Italian Style," "Yesterday, Today  and 
Tomorrow"). The two important exceptions are "Two 
Women" (1961), which won Sophia Loren an Oscar  for  her 
portrait  of a homeless woman  during the war, and "The Garden 
of  the Finzi-Continis" (1971), about  an Italian  Jewish  family  that 
tries to ignore the gathering clouds of  doom. Both screenplays 
were by Zavattini.

"The  Bicycle Thief" had such  an impact  on its first  release that 
when the  British film magazine Sight & Sound held its first 
international  poll  of  film makers and critics in 1952, it  was voted 
the greatest film of  all  time. The poll  is held every  10 years; by 
1962, it was down to a tie  for  sixth, and then it  dropped off the 
list. Its 1999 re-release  allows a new  generation to see how 
simple, direct and true it is--"what was so special about it." 

'Kane' No. 1 On BFI Polls;
Coppola, Hitchcock Lauded
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER article by Stuart Kemp
August 9 2002 

Orson Welles' "Citizen Kane" emerged Thursday  as the best 
movie of all  time in  two separate international  polls of directors 
and critics.

The top 10 lists, organized and conducted by  the British Film 
Institute's magazine, Sight and Sound, have been published 
every  10 years since  1952. This is the fifth consecutive time that 
"Citizen Kane" was voted No. 1 on the critics poll.

The 108 directors taking part in the helmers' top 10 this year 
included Quentin Tarantino, Michael  Mann, Bernardo 
Bertolucci, Tim Robbins, Sam Mendes, Catherine Breillat and 
Cameron Crowe.

In  second place behind "Kane," the directors voted for  Francis 
Ford Coppola's "The Godfather" and "The Godfather: Part  II" in 
equal numbers, allowing the films to share the spot.

The top 10 also included such  European classics as Federico 
Fellini's "8 1/2," David Lean's "Lawrence of  Arabia" and 
Vittorio De Sica's "Bicycle Thieves" (aka "The Bicycle Thief").

U.S. directors besides Welles and Coppola in  the  top 10 were 
Stanley  Kubrick, for  "Dr. Strangelove," and Martin Scorsese, 
who notched sixth  place for  "Raging Bull." Scorsese's movie 
was also the most recent title to make it into the top 10.

The critics' top  10, compiled separately, used votes from 144 
critics from territories including the United Kingdom, Europe, 
the United States, Australia and Asia.

Both "The Godfather" and "The Godfather: Part II" made it  into 
the reviewers' selections, sharing fourth place behind Alfred 
Hitchcock's "Vertigo" and Jean Renoir's "La Regle du jeu" (The 
Rules of the Game) in second and third spot, respectively.

Critics participating in  this year's poll  included Roger  Ebert, 
David Denby and Camille Paglia.

With  the exception of the inaugural  year  of  the  critics' poll, 
when "The Bicycle Thief" topped the list, "Citizen Kane" has 
been No. 1 every time.

The Bicycle Thief/Bicycle Thieves - Pt 2
CHICAGO SUN-TIMES movie review by ROGER EBERT
March 19, 1999          



WHAT IS ITALIAN NEOREALISM?
Selected excerpts from ITALIAN CINEMA: FROM NEOREALISM TO THE PRESENT by Peter Bondanella
Frederick Ungar Publishing, 1983

here  is a general  agreement  among critics and film 
scholars that the moment in Italian cinematic  history 
known as "neorealism" was a crucial  watershed in the 
evolution of  the seventh art. However, it  is rare indeed to 

discover any  unanimity  in  specific  definitions of  what this 
phenomenon represents. The label  itself is confusing, for  it  limits 
the parameters of  any  critical  debate  to concern with the 
connection  between the films produced and the society  or 
culture which produced them. And, indeed, the traditional  view 
of  Italian neorealism reflects this emphasis on social  realism, as 
can be seen from one very  typical  list of its general 
characteristics: realistic  treatment, popular  setting, social 
content, historical  actuality, and political  commitment. The  most 
sensitive critic  of  the era, André Bazin, called neorealism a 
cinema of  "fact" and "reconstituted reportage" which contained a 
message of  fundamental  human solidarity  fostered by  the anti-
Fascist Resistance within which most of the greatest  Italian 
directors came of  age. In his view, such works often embodied a 
rejection  of both traditional  dramatic and cinematic 
conventions, most often  employed on-location shooting rather 
than studio sets, and made original  use of nonprofessional  actors 
or  documentary  effects. Bazin defined the aesthetics of 
neorealism as akin to a  separate and differently  motivated 
evolution in  the mise-en-scène  techniques of  Welles or  Renoir 
with their  penchant  for  deep-focus photography, which he 
contrasted sharply  (and approvingly) to the montage of 
Eisenstein and its ideologically  inspired juxtaposition of  images 
and shots. Thus, the neorealists in principle  "respected" the 
ontological  wholeness of  the  reality  they  filmed, just  as the 
rhythm of  their  narrated screen time often  "respected" the actual 
duration of time within the  story; neorealist aesthetics thus 
opposed the manipulation of reality in the cutting room.

The vexing problem posed by  any  comprehensive  definition of 
neorealism derives ultimately  from its almost universal 
association with the  traditions of  realism in  both literature and 
film, an association which quite naturally  moves critics to 
emphasize  its use of nonprofessionals, the documentary  quality 
of  its photography, or  its social  content. And yet, with  the 
exception of several  too-frequently  cited statements by  Cesare 
Zavattini, an important scriptwriter  and collaborator  with De 
Sica but  never  a major  director, the remarks of  the artists 
themselves sound an entirely  different  note. Only  Zavattini 
advocates the most elementary, even banal  storylines Bazin 
prefers, and only  he stresses the need to focus upon the actual 
"duration" of real  time.' By  contrast, while such figures as 
Rossellini, De Sica, or  Fellini  sympathize  with Zavattini's 
reverance for  everyday  reality, what he terms an "unlimited trust 
in  things, facts, and people," rarely  if  ever  do they  equate their 
artistic  intentions with traditional  realism. Fellini, for  example, 
who worked on  a  number  of  neorealist  productions in  various 
capacities before  beginning his own career  as a director  in 1950, 
declared simply  that "neorealism is a way  of  seeing reality 
without  prejudice, without conventions coming between it and 
myself  -- facing it  without  preconceptions, looking at it  in an 
honest way -- whatever reality is, not just social reality but all

that  there  is within a man." Rossellini  remarked that  realism was 
"simply  the artistic form of  the truth," linking neorealism most 
often to a moral  position similar  to Fellini's rather  than to any 
preconceived set of techniques or  ideological  positions, and De 
Sica stated that  his work reflected "reality  transposed into the 
realm of poetry."' In an obvious reference  to the origins of  the 
cinema in the early  dichotomy  between the documentaries of  the 
Lumières and Méliès's fantasies, Rossellini  has asserted that  film 
must respect  two diametrically  opposed human tendencies: "that 
of  concreteness and that of imagination. Today  we tend to 
suppress brutally  the second one... by  forgetting the imaginative 
tendency, as I was saying, we tend to kill  in ourselves every 
feeling of  humanity  and to create the robotman who thinks in 
only  one  way  and tends toward the  concrete." And while even the 
best interpretations of  neorealism provided by  Armes or Bazin 
note at  least  in passing that it  is a  cinema quite involved with 
artifice and with the establishment of  its own cinematic 
conventions, it  is still  unfortunately  true that most  critical 
discussion of neorealism emphasizes its relationship to Italian 
social problems and minimizes its cinematic artifice.'

Certainly  the cinema neorealists turned to the pressing problems 
of  the time -- the war, the Resistance  and the Partisan struggle, 
unemployment, poverty, social  injustice, and the like -- but  there 
was never  a programmatic approach to these questions or any 
preconceived method of  rendering them on celluloid. And the 
phenomenon was clearly  unlike other  avant-garde movements in 
the sense that  it never  adhered to a governing manifesto or  ever 
felt  one was even necessary. In short, neorealism was not  a 
"movement" in the strictest sense of the term. The controlling 
fiction of  neorealist films, or  at least the majority  of them, was 
that  they  dealt  with  actual  problems, that they  employed 
contemporary  stories, and that  they  focused on believable 
characters taken most frequently  from Italian daily  life. But the 
greatest  neorealist directors never  forgot  that the world they 
projected upon the silver  screen  was one  produced by  cinematic 
conventions rather  than an ontological  experience, and they 
were  never  so naive as to deny  that  the demands of  an  artistic 
medium such as film might  be just  as pressing as those from the 
world around them. In fact, in many  of  their  films they 
underlined the relationship of  illusion and reality, fiction  and 
fact, so as to emphasize their  understanding of  the role both 
played in  their  art. Thus, any  discussion of  Italian neorealism 
must be  broad enough to encompass a wide  diversity  of 
cinematic  styles, themes, and attitudes. No single or  specific 
approach was taken and, therefore, much of  the discussion 
which  arose in the next decade over  the  "crisis" of  neorealism or 
its "betrayal" by  various directors was essentially  groundless and 
founded upon ideological  disagreements between  various critics 
rather  than  any  abrupt change on the part  of  the filmmakers 
themselves. Directors we label  today  as neorealists were a crucial 
part of a more general  postwar  cultural  revolution which  was 
characterized by  a  number  of  aesthetic  and philosophical 
perspectives, all  united only  by  the common aspiration to view 
Italy  without  preconceptions and to develop a  more honest, 
ethical, but no less poetic cinematic language.
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e Sica's absolute faith  in the expressive powers of 
ordinary  people achieved perfect  artistic form in his 
masterpiece, The Bicycle  Thief, in which two 

nonprofessionals filling the leading roles of the father 
and his son produce performances that could never  be  surpassed 
by  even the most experienced of  theatrical  actors. David Selznick 
offered to finance  the film if  only  he would cast  Cary  Grant  in  the 
leading role, an offer  De Sica wisely  refused! This film continues 
the mise-en-scène style of Shoeshine, combining a number  of 
realistic elements (nonprofessionals, on-location shooting, social 
themes) with  an extremely  complex  plot  aimed at  moving the 
sympathies of  the  audience. Once again, De Sica focuses upon 
the relationship of  children and adults. Antonio Ricci, 
unemployed for two years, is finally  offered a job as a bill-poster, 
but he must own a bicycle to keep the job; when this bicycle is 
stolen, he  and his son Bruno search all  over  Rome for  it but are 
unsuccessful, although the thief  is located immediately  after  they 
consult  a fortune teller, Signora Santona; in  despair, Ricci 
attempts to steal  another  bicycle, is captured, humiliated in  front 
of his terrified son, and then released by an angry crowd.

The realistic texture of the  work was produced not by 
improvisation or a documentary  approach to the plot but, 
instead, by  careful  planning. The film's budget was a relatively 
large one, due primarily  to the expensive preparations De Sica 
insisted upon at  each stage of the work. All  the crowd scenes 
were  carefully  choreographed (forty  market  vendors were hired 
for  a single scene, and the Roman fire brigade drenched the set 
to simulate a rain storm). The nonprofessional  actors playing 
Ricci  and Bruno were carefully  selected because of  particular 
mannerisms in their  walk  and their  facial  expressions. In the 
sequence where Ricci's bicycle is actually  stolen, De Sica 
employed six  different  cameras from a number  of  various angles. 
Thus, there was nothing amateurish about this or  any  of  De 
Sica's films, and there are often subtle but unmistakable hints 
within his works that they  should be construed primarily  as 
works of  art-illusions of  reality-rather than as mere  reflections of 
Italian society. For  example, the scene preceding the theft  of 
Ricci's bicycle, as artistically  contrived a sequence as one  can 
imagine, shows Ricci  posting a Rita Hayworth  film poster, the 
director's pointed reference to the careful  viewer  that he is 
watching a film, not reality.

We should remember  De Sica's remarks concerning transposing 
reality  to the  realm of  poetry, for  this perspective is precisely 
what lies at the root of his aesthetics in all  of  his neorealist films. 
While The Bicycle Thief certainly  does treat  the many 
pressing social  problems of  postwar Italian reconstruction, it is 
not merely  a film on unemployment, nor  will  André Bazin's 
famous remarks about the  film -- that it  is the "only  valid 
Communist  film of  the whole past  decade" or that it  represents 
pure cinema with no more  actors, sets, or  storyline -- bear  close 
scrutiny  in spite of  the fact that no other  critic  ever  wrote so 
sympathetically  on  De Sica's films." De Sica's careful  instructions 
to the nonprofessionals in the film produced a level  of  acting 
competence far  surpassing the  self-conscious nervousness of  the 
nonprofessionals in the  works of  Rossellini  or  Visconti. His 
scrupulous organization of the on-location shooting differs 
drastically  from a documentary  approach to his material. And 
the complexity  of  its plot negates Bazin's view  that  storyline has 
disappeared in the work. The mythic structure  of  the  story  -- a 
traditional  quest -- as well  as its strange and suggestive sound 
track and the  crucial  role of  chance or fortune in the film all 
depart  from a strictly  realist approach to the subject  matter  and 
constitute the  very  elements of  the  film which make it  a  great 
work of art.

The meaning of The Bicycle Thief is problematic  indeed. The 
traditional  view  construes the work  as a  political  film which 
combines a presentation of pressing social  problems with an 
implicit  denunciation of  a particular  socioeconomic system. 
Closer analysis, however, reveals this view  to be  only  one of 
several  plausible interpretations, for  the film may  also be  seen as 
a pessimistic and fatalistic view  of  the human condition, as well 
as a philosophical  parable on absurdity, solitude, and loneliness. 
Antonio Ricci  emerges in the opening shot from a crowd at  an 
employment  agency; in the moving closing shot, he merges back 
into the crowd at  a soccer  match with  his small  son and 
disappears. Crowds and masses of people  outside Ricci's 
immediate family  are  always threatening rather  than reassuring 
forces in the film, hardly  the proper  iconography  for  a work 
depicting proletarian solidarity  or  class consciousness. When 
Ricci  receives his job, his fellow unemployed are more  than 
eager  to take it from him; when he comes to the union hall  to 
seek  assistance for his stolen  bicycle, vague offers of  aid are 
forthcoming but  no real  understanding of  his personal  tragedy 
emerges from a gathering that  understands only  collective 
action; he  is threatened by  crowds waiting for  buses, and the 
final  destruction of his self-respect  before the eyes of  his son 
occurs within the hostile crowd that  captures him after  his 
attempted theft. This act  of  a hostile crowd is in direct contrast 
to the complete lack  of assistance Ricci  receives from another 
crowd when he tries to prevent  the theft  of  his own vehicle. Of 
course, De Sica shows us bureaucrats, police officials, and pious 
churchgoers who do not understand Ricci's plight  either, but  the 
fact  that  members of  his own class are  no more sympathetic  to 
him than  they  are is even  more devastating. In De Sica's 
universe, economic solutions are ultimately  ineffective  in curing 
what is a meaningless, absurd, human predicament.
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De Sica's carefully  contrived visual  effects underline the 
hopelessness of Ricci's struggle, not  merely  the economic  or 
political  aspects of  Italian society  which  have supposedly 
produced his dilemma. A long, slow tilt  of  his camera reveals an 
incredible number  of  packages of  bed linens at  the pawn broker's 
when Ricci  goes to sell  these materials and to redeem his bicycle-
obviously  the hopes of  countless others have  already  been 
dashed before. At the police station, he  shows us an  equally 
infinite  number of  police  dossiers-all  unsolved cases such  as 
Ricci's. Even more  depressing is the  masterful  sequence at 
Rome's open market  where stolen items are resold to their 
victimized former  owners: the almost endless tracking shot of 
countless bicycle parts, intercut  with the shots of the  anxious 
faces of  Ricci  or  Bruno, lends their  efforts a meaninglessness and 
futility  worthy  of  a Kafka novel." Extreme depth of  field shots 
accentuate Ricci's isolation: when he  searches the thief  s home 
for  traces of  his stolen  bicycle, for  example, we  see in  the 
background most  clearly  a  neighbor  closing her  window, as if to 
cut off  all  possibility  of communication between Ricci  and the 
thief's neighbors. The plot  itself, as well  as the evocative quality 
of  the sound track, underscores the  illogical  character  of Ricci's 
world. Characters appear, drop  out  of sight, and reappear  again 
as if by  magic: the thief  vanishes with Ricci's vehicle into thin air 
rather  than actually  escaping; an  old man  who knows where the 
thief lives seems to dematerialize once outside a church; Ricci 
mysteriously  bumps into the actual  thief  when  he leaves the 
fortune teller's home; and finally, the man who apprehends Ricci 
when he turns to steal  another  bicycle appears unexpectedly 
almost  as if  the  director  had called him out  by  magic. While the 
music  sometimes accentuates our  sentimental  response to the 
film, in other  cases its mysterious, suggestive  tunes, particularly 
when Ricci  unsuccessfully  tries to chase the thief  at the market 
place, imply  that  an event  is explained only  by  illogical, 
mysterious circumstances.

Most of such antirealistic  elements in De Sica's storyline  are 
associated with the figure of  Signora Santona, a fortune teller 
visited at the opening of the film by  Ricci's wife to pay  her for 
having predicted that Ricci  would find a job. At  that  time, Ricci 
scoffed at his wife, claiming he alone located his employment. 
Thus, at  the  outset the question of  destiny  is clearly  posed-is 
Ricci  really  in  command of  his life or  are sinister  forces at work? 
Time and again before the theft  of  his bicycle, Ricci  leaves his 
bicycle leaning against  various buildings, and since the Italian 
title of  the film is Bicycle Thieves, not The  Bicycle Thief, we 
should be  prepared for  the impending disaster. Cyclical  events 
abound in a film about  cycles, and the  pun is intentional: Ricci 
first refuses to believe Signora Santona's predictions, then in 
despair  returns to her  for  assistance in locating his bicycle, 
receiving the cryptic prophecy  that  "either  you will  find it 
immediately  or you will  never find it." This prediction, too, 
proves accurate, for  as he steps outside her  home, he encounters 
the thief. The film time that elapses progresses from Friday  to 
Sunday, a cycle of  time with particular  resonance for  Italian 
culture, referring ironically  not  only  to the death and 
resurrection of Christ but also to Dante's journey through Hell, 

Purgatory, and Paradise towards salvation. Ricci's bicycle is a 
brand called Fides (Faith), and his failure to locate such  an item 
is intentionally  ironic. The ultimately  fatalistic, absurd cycle in 
the work concerns Ricci  himself: a man who having lost his own 
bicycle becomes a bicycle thief  himself, and an unsuccessful  one 
at  that! But  this primarily  pessimistic subplot is combined with 
another, more  complicated one: while Ricci  progressively 
becomes a thief, his relationship to Bruno is gradually 
transformed from one  of  the  son's dependence  upon his father  to 
the father's eventual dependence upon his son.

Social  reform may  transform the immediate situation De Sica 
described in 1948. Economic  development  will  indeed change a 
society  in which a stolen bicycle may  signify  hunger  and 
deprivation. But  no amount of social  engineering or  even 
revolution, De  Sica seems to imply, will  alter  the basic  facts of 
life-solitude, loneliness, and alienation of  the individual  within 
the amorphous and unsympathetic body  of humanity. The only 
remedy  De Sica suggests, one typical  of  an Italian, is the support 
and love  Ricci  receives from his family, for  no amount of 
determinism or  fatalism can destroy  the special  relationship 
between Bruno and his father. Psychologically, De Sica's story 
has only  one resolution-the  love between father and son. On the 
level  of  dramatic plotting, the film achieves a resolution when 
Ricci's tragedy  is linked to Bruno's touching gesture of  support, 
offering his father  his hand before they  both disappear  into the 
alien crowd at  the  conclusion  of  the film. All  the technical 
expertise  De Sica can muster, which is considerable, underscores 
these  themes. But seldom has any  film of  supposedly  realistic 
pretensions been characterized by  a more problematic, 
ambivalent conclusion. On a positive note, Ricci  puts his faith in 
an  object, a Fides bicycle, loses it  and only  then realizes that his 
real  wealth lies in  his son's love, a human emotion; the  question 
of  social  change is begged, at best. Viewed from a pessimistic 
perspective, however, Bruno's affection resolves nothing, life 
remains tragic  and absurd, in spite  of  it, and Ricci's frantic 
odyssey  through Rome looking for  his bicycle ends in the 
triumph  of  fate and chance without  the possibility  of social 
change being suggested at all.




